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Keeping the eye on the ball
Having just come out of one of the world’s longest and strictest lockdowns in Victoria, what
we know is that you can bring a sizeable COVID-19 outbreak to a halt. The community
debate continues about the social, economic and health impacts of lockdowns vs more
open strategies but either way, COVID-19 takes its toll.
Meanwhile, the AIHS is seeking to ensure that in future outbreaks, the biggest hotspots for
worker transmission (healthcare) are properly addressed. In this last outbreak, as
extraordinary as it sounds, healthcare worker infections and the subsequent infections
they caused, may have accounted for as much as 35-50% of total infections. If we can
reduce the infection rates of healthcare workers we can shorten outbreaks, reduce
lockdowns, reduce illness and death, make the healthcare system generally more
resilient, and profoundly reduce economic damage. There is a lot at stake.
Our work on the Healthcare Worker Infection Prevention and Wellbeing Taskforce
continues, and our representation at the new national taskforce at the Australian
Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare, to review the relevant standard, has just
begun and will be undertaken through November.
We’ll keep you informed about how this progresses. In the meantime, have a great week.
David Clarke
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How the University of Sydney has led
health and wellbeing through COVID-19
It has been important for leaders at The
University of Sydney to be very visible and
clear about their own safety leadership
through the COVID-19 pandemic,
according to the university’s director of
safety, health and wellbeing, Julia Cohen.
Read full story

“Rubbish in, rubbish out”: where
organisations fall short on data analytics
and WHS
Most organisations do not fare “anywhere
near as well as they could do” when it
comes to data analysis for WHS
improvements, according to a safety
futurist.
Read full story

What are the unintended consequences
of QLD’s industrial manslaughter law?

SA: high-risk construction work
compliance findings released

Industrial manslaughter laws will have a
significant impact on post-incident
investigations, according to national law

SafeWork SA has issued 64 statutory
notices in response to non-compliances,
including 47 improvement notices and 17

firm Mills Oakley.

prohibition notices as part of a compliance
campaign which was conducted from
February to July 2020.

Read full story
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Read full story

POLICY & LEGISLATION

Container campaign a boost for truck
safety

WA: Work Health and Safety Bill 2019
passes Upper House

The container transport and logistics
industry has stepped up to support heavy
vehicle safety, releasing a coordinated
campaign to raise awareness and good

Western Australia’s Work Health and
Safety Bill 2019 was recently passed by
the State Legislative Council, and it is
anticipated it will receive royal assent soon

practice in safely packing shipping
containers heading to and from Australian
ports.

after consideration of amendments by the
Legislative Assembly in November.
Read full story

Read full story
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QLD: safety alert issued after two
workers injured by tractor slasher

Comcare releases guidance on COVIDsafe workplace transition planning

Workplace Health and Safety Queensland
(WHSQ) recently issued a safety alert
following a September 2020 incident in

As COVID-19 restrictions gradually ease
across Australia, Comcare recently
released guidance to help employers

which two workers were injured, one
seriously, when a tractor slasher lowered
unexpectedly.

support workers as they transition back to
usual workplaces.
Read full story

Read full story

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Today is the last day to secure early bird ticket specials for the 2020 Perth Safety
Symposium. Join your peers, colleagues and industry leaders on Friday 27 November
2020, for this in-person all-day event at the Mount Lawley campus of the Edith Cowan
University. Speakers will share insights into 'critical events’, professional lessons
learnt, practical research and skills shaping every workplace OHS. Essential
information and takeaways for you as an OHS Practitioner, Professional or leader to
help navigate through the next decade. So take this limited opportunity to book this highly
https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=2785
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valued ticket to this amazing event at these last early bird prices. And share the
opportunity with your wider network.
Learn More

UPCOMING EVENTS
4 Nov Webinar: Looking back, going forward: Organisational culture & safety
9 Nov Webinar: Safety of Machinery series – Introduction to Risk Assessment
10 NovQLD Visions Conference Online
25 NovNT Safety Symposium
27 NovPerth Safety Symposium

INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS

$60,000 fine after incident left worker
with partial thumb amputation

Crushed arm leads to $30,000 fine for
tomato farm

A Brisbane warehousing, transport and
distribution business has been fined

A hydroponic tomato farm in Victoria has
been convicted and fined $30,000 after a

$60,000 over an incident which left a young
worker with a partially amputated thumb
which had to be surgically repaired.

worker’s arm was crushed in unguarded
machinery in January 2019.
Read full story

Read full story
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QLD: Business fined $40,000 after steel
roller crushes and degloves worker’s
arm

VIC: Enforceable undertaking and
$20,000 fine after aged care resident
burned

A company in Queensland was recently

A residential aged care facility

fined $40,000 over an incident in which a
worker sustained crush injuries to his arm
and degloving injuries up to his elbow while
cleaning a sheet metal rolling machine.

owner/operator in Frankston South has
entered into an enforceable undertaking
and been fined $20,000 (plus court costs)
by Melbourne Magistrates’ Court after an
elderly resident sustained serious burns.

Read full story
Read full story
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